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Solution: Provide probabilistic map that can be updated 
dynamically with observations using a DDDAS approach 
 
Challenges: Uncertainty Analysis; High fidelity models 
representing the complex physics capable of needed near real 
time execution; Data and Workflow Management; Sensor error; 
measurement mismatch; imagery analysis 
 
Opportunities: Platform for developing DDDAS; 
Support optimal flight planning; Timely and accurate hazard 
analysis preserves life and property; Template for most hazards  

Problem: Eyjafjallajokull, Iceland caused total shutdown of large swathes of airspace, 
cancellation of more than 100,000 flights and total disruption!  
Significant discrepancy between no-fly zones, actual ash observation, and multiple 
model forecasts! 
 
Ongoing threat to aviation – critical to save lives, minimize economic damage and allow 
for rational decision making. 
 



 
•  Ash clouds extend over large areas and travel 

thousands of kilometers from the source volcano.  
 
•  Complex physics in transport, dispersion, 

aggregation ...  
 
•  Windfields along with eruption source are poorly 

constrained. 

•  Data from satellites, radiosondes, observations of 
source … 

•  Models of eruption, transport 

Challenges 



 
•  Sparse observations – insufficient to build a forecast 
⇒ Use models to supplement.  

•  Model (Uncertain parameters, Source, Initial and 
Boundary Conditions)  

 
•  Sample uncertain source conditions and uncertain 

windfield  

•  Use sparse observation to improve input uncertainty 
estimate 

Model Ensemble ! P(Ash(x,t)) 
  
 

Approach 



DDDAS Approach To Volcanic Ash Transport & 
Dispersal Forecast 

BENT: Eruption 
Plume Model 
PUFF: Ash 
transport and 
Dispersal Model 
PCQ: Polynomial 
Chaos Quadrature 
NWP: Numerical 
Weather 
Prediction 
AGMM: Adaptive 
Gaussian 
Mixtures 
CALIPSO/SEVIRI: 
Satellite based 
sensors for ash 
detection 

PCQ: Ensemble BENT-PUFF 
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Bent: Eruption Column Model  
Inputs: atmospheric sounding 
and source conditions  
 
Outputs: mass loading, column 
height, grain size distribution 

Bursik, M.I. et al. (2009) Volcanic plumes and wind: Jetstream  
Interaction examples and implications for air traffic.  
J. Volc. and Geo. Res.,  
 
 

Role of moisture ? 



Observation ! Source Parameters 



WRF: Weather Research Forecast 
Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model is a numerical weather 
prediction system, used to forecast the wind speed. 



GEFS  Ensemble 
GEFS ensembles account for uncertainty in initial conditions using  
breeding vectors approach  
Toth, Z. and Kalnay, E. (1997) Ensemble forecasting at NCEP and the breeding method. Mon. Wea. Rev., 126, 3292-3302  

 

GEFS ensemble

GEFS ensembles account for uncertainty in initial conditions using breeding
vectors approach a.

aToth, Z. and Kalnay, E. (1997) Ensemble forecasting at NCEP and the breeding
method. Mon. Wea. Rev., 126, 3292-3302
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Figure : a) Wind amplitude in knots, lat 60.13 and lon -1.18, April 17 2010 00Z b)Wind
direction in deg, lat 60.13 and lon -1.18, April 17 2010 00Z
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Figure : a) Wind amplitude in knots, lat 60.13 and lon -1.18, April 17 2010 00Z 
b)Wind direction in deg, lat 60.13 and lon -1.18, April 17 2010 00Z 



Puff Lagrangian VATD model 
Tracks O(106) Lagrangian point particles ; Location of an ash 
parcel Ri (tk) is propagated via an advection/diffusion equation. 
Many phenomenological models for aggregation etc. 
 
Ri(tk +1 ) = Ri(tk) + W (tk )∆t + Z (tk )∆t + Si (tk )∆t  

Inputs: Windfield from NWP, Mass Eruption Source parameters 
Output: Particle concentration, Maximum ash height 
 
Searcy, C. et al. (1998) PUFF: A high-resolution volcanic ash tracking model. J. Volc. and Geo. 
Res., 80, 1-16 
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Table 3: Location 52N, 13.5E: all concentration values > 0, conc is the pu↵ computed absolute air concentration (in mg/m3), while count is the
number of particles in that cell

Number of ash particles height (m) conc. count height conc. count height conc. count
105 3000 7.4 ⇥ 10�5 28 5000 4.23 ⇥ 10�5 16 7000 - -

5 ⇥ 105 3000 1.17 ⇥ 10�4 221 5000 3.54 ⇥ 10�5 67 7000 - -
106 3000 1.12 ⇥ 10�4 405 5000 4.12 ⇥ 10�5 156 7000 - -

2 ⇥ 106 3000 1.12 ⇥ 10�4 884 5000 4.03 ⇥ 10�5 305 7000 - -
4 ⇥ 106 3000 1.09 ⇥ 10�4 1655 5000 4.10 ⇥ 10�5 3620 7000 1.32 ⇥ 10�7 2
8 ⇥ 106 3000 1.15 ⇥ 10�4 3471 5000 4.15 ⇥ 10�5 1256 7000 1.98 ⇥ 10�7 6

107 3000 1.10 ⇥ 10�4 4151 5000 3.99 ⇥ 10�5 1510 7000 2.91 ⇥ 10�7 11
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Figure 4: Processor Time for Single Deterministic Run of bent-puff vs. Number of Ash Particles.

ash concentration at a particular geolocation for di↵erent altitude levels and number of ash particles used in one352

deterministic run of bent-puff. As expected, both concentration and ash top-height are greatly e↵ected by number353

of ash particles. For instance, by increasing the number of ash particles from 2 ⇥ 106 to 4 ⇥ 106, the maximum height354

of ash at location 52N, 13.5E increases from 5000 m to 7000 m. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows the processor time and355

estimates of memory required to complete a single run of the bent-puff model. From this plot, it is clear that the356

computational time increases exponentially with the increase in number of ash particles in a single bent-puff run.357

Hence, one often needs to trade-o↵ between desired accuracy and computational cost. These results are consistent358

with prior studies performed on the convergence of puff output [56].359

Fig. 5 shows probability of ash top-height being greater than or equal to specified threshold hthresh for few specific360

geolocations as a function of di↵erent number of ash particles. It is clear that probability values have converged361

for lower value of hthresh but there are considerable fluctuations for hthresh = 5000 m and hthresh = 7000 m. This is362

consistent with the convergence of bent-puff model as shown in Table 3. Hence, these fluctuations can be attributed363

to the accuracy of the puff model rather than the aliasing error in the convergence of quadrature scheme.364

Fig. 6 shows the probabilistic hazard map consisting of probability of ash top-height being greater than or equal365

to hthresh = 3 km for di↵erent number of ash particles in bent-puff model, overlaid with satellite observed ash top-366

height greater than or equal to 3 km on April 16th, 0600 hrs (54 hours after eruption). Similarly, Fig. 7 shows the367

probability of ash top-height to be greater than or equal to hthresh = 7 km for di↵erent number of ash particles overlaid368

with satellite observed ash top-height greater than or equal to 5 km April 16th, 0600 hrs for di↵erent number of ash369

particles. From these plots, it is clear that probabilistic hazard map calculations have converged and are consistent370

with satellite ash retrieval data. Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows the probability map of ash top-height exceeding 1 km371

overlaid with satellite observed ash top-height at six-hour interval for 16th April. It should be noticed that most of372

the satellite data lies within high probability region although the probable ash cloud footprint is quite large due to the373

large uncertainty in prior source parameters.Note also the prediction of ash in the north-east cornea unsupported by374

satellite imagery. Investigation reveals that satellites was occluded by meteorological clouds.375

To compare the accuracy of the CUT quadrature scheme, the 8th order Clenshaw-Curtis (CC) quadrature scheme376

with 94 quadrature points is employed to compute probabilistic hazard map. The convergence of Clenshaw-Curtis377

Parallelized and 
cleaned up to 

improve speedup 
enough to do 

sufficiently large 
particle counts! 



Consider a variable of interest (e.g. ash concentration). We assume this to 
be a random variable, xk , whose time evolution is given by the bent-puff 
 

x,t  = f(t,x,Θ,W)  
Θ = {Θ1, Θ2,...} represents uncertain system parameters such as the vent 
radius, vent velocity, mean grain size and grain size variance, W is a given 
windfield from a NWP model. 
 
 
f(t,x,Θ,W) is EXPENSIVE ! 
 
1.  Limited ensemble ! sample to minimize moment errors 
2.  Limited ensemble ! use space filling design (e.g) Latin Hypercube ! 

Surrogate construction (GASP, Bayes Linear, …) 

Probabilistic Forecast 





Polynomial Chaos Quadrature (PCQ) 
Approximate the input and output variable distributions by a truncated polynomial series 

PCQ
We approximate the input and output variable distributions by a truncated polynomial
series

�i(� ) =
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PCQ approximates the Nth moment of x as: 

The coefficients x
ik 

can be obtained as, 

Dalbey, K. et al. (2008) Input Uncertainty Propagation, J. Geophys. Res. 



CUT (Conjugate Unscented Transform) 
CUT selects points that will integrate 
polynomials of total degree 2N -1 in n-
dimensional space using points 
distributed along conjugate axes formed 
from the principal axes of the covariance 
of the assume pdf.  
 
To find the 8th order moment in 4 
dimensions, we need: 
•  105 Monte Carlo points 
•  6561 Clenshaw-Curtis points 
•  625 Gauss-Legendre points 
•  161 CUT points 

N. Adurthi et al.(2012) The conjugate unscented transform; an approach to evaluate multi-dimensional expectation 
integrals, in:ACC, pp.5556-5561 
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each selected point, two unknown variables wi and ri are assigned which are weight and scaling variable, respectively.283

Finally, the moment constraints equations for desired order of moments are derived in terms of unknown variables284

ri’s and wi’s. Solutions of this set of equations results in the values of these variables. Note that due to symmetrical285

properties of cubature points, the odd order moment constraints equations are automatically satisfied. Hence, variables286

wi’s and ri’s can be found by solving just the even order moment constraints equations. Note that di↵erent sets of287

cubature points can be found depending on the order of moment constraint equations and dimension m. In Refs. [4, 5],288

CUT scheme is employed to compute quadrature points of di↵erent order for Gaussian and uniform density functions.289

Appendix A illustrates the CUT procedure to compute 8th order quadrature points in 4-dimensional space.290

The proposed CUT points are e�cient in terms of accuracy while integrating polynomials and yet just employ291

a small fraction of the number of points used by the traditional Gaussian quadrature scheme. Fig. 3 represents the292

number of 8th order quadrature points required by di↵erent quadrature schemes (CUT, Gauss-Legendre, Clenshaw-293

Curtis and Sparse Grid) for uniform distorted random variable versus the dimensionality of the random variable.294

From this figure, it is clear that the growth of number of quadrature points with increase in dimensionality according295

to the CUT methodology is much lower as compared to the Gauss-Legendre and Clenshaw-Curtis. Furthermore,296

it is apparent that the CUT methodology requires less than one half of quadrature points as required by the sparse297

grid Smolyak approach. For example, 161 CUT quadrature points are required to satisfy 8th order moments in 4-298

dimensional space as compared to 6561 Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature points, 625 Gauss-Legendre quadrature points299

and 385 sparse grid quadrature points. Hence, the CUT methodology can be very useful in reducing the number of300

numerical model runs needs to be performed for accurate computation of probabilistic hazard maps.
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Figure 3: Comparison of number of 8th order quadrature points required according to di↵erent quadrature scheme versus dimension of random
variable.301

4.2. Other Challenges302

We note here a computational challenge when the Kalman Gain matrix in equation (12), Kk is large in dimension303

and/or poorly conditioned. The later can be a result of improper choices for Qk. To cope with some of these challenges304

we a) use a state of the art equation solver PETSc [45] with good algebraic preconditioning. The choices of block305

Jacobi and additive Schwartz preconditioning were explored. Performance of both were comparable in terms of306

numbers of iterations needed so we chose to use the cheaper block Jacobi for our test problem. This remains a problem307

dependent choice. The inversion is however very sensitive to faulty data or spurious artifacts from modeling. Where308

identified such erroneous data and model results need to be removed. Such errors are amplified in the inversion process309

here and manifest in the failure of this solution process. Such large discrepancies between model and observation due310

to error in either model predictions or measurement data can result in poor outcomes for posterior mean ẑ+k and311

posterior covariance ⌃+k . Care must thus be exercised to base the inversion on regions where we can rule out either312

faulty observations or spurious modeling artifacts.313



Alternate Surrogate Construction 

1.  Bayes Linear Models – Goldstein and co-workers ‘9x 

2.  Gaussian Process Models 

3.  Multi-level and multi-scale Emulator  

Stefanescu et al, Proc. Royal Soc. A, 2012 vol. 468 no. 2142 1543-1563. 

LOCALIZE  & PARALLELIZE! 
 

Bayarri et. al , Technometrics, Vol 51, 2009 
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Figure 1: Schematic view of hazard analysis process using source uncertainty propagation and satellite imagery based source estimation.

volcano source parameters. These refined source parameters estimates can then be used in subsequent propagation106

and prediction.107

In summary, then, the primary contribution of this work is an end-to-end process of generating probabilistic108

maps of ash presence using CUT-based ensemble runs of the bent-puff model. Using the CUT points significantly109

reduces the computational cost involved in uncertainty propagation and source estimation, thereby providing accurate110

probabilistic forecasts within the timeframe of operational needs.111

The structure of this paper is as follows. The numerical model of eruption column and ash transport is explained112

in section 2. Section 3 outlines the overall approach to hazard analysis with subsections outlining the computation of113

probabilities from outcomes of model ensembles and procedure for minimum variance based source estimation. Sec-114

tion 5 describes the core computational challenges in the evaluation of expectation integrals and our CUT approach.115

Application of proposed methodology to create probabilistic hazard analysis and to estimate the source parameters116

of Eyjafjallajökull volcano eruption is illustrated by a numerical simulation in Section 5. In the end, conclusion and117

discussion of results are presented in Section 6.118

2. Volcanic Plume Model119

Ash transport models can be divided into two broad categories: those intended to calculate eruption column120

characteristics based on tephra fall deposits, as in [27], and those intended to predict long-range atmospheric and121

deposit distributions based on the scale of the eruption, as in [28]. Both types of models rely on the existence of an122

explicit relationship between the eruption and atmospheric dynamics and the resulting fall deposit. This relationship123

is complicated by a number of factors, including plume mechanics, variable weather conditions, and particle re-124

entrainment. The focus of this work is on the movement of ash clouds, and not the tephra deposition. Therefore,125

a simple particle transport model, but one that nonetheless contains several sources of uncertainty, is considered to126

focus attention on long-range modeling. Tanaka [29] and Searcy et al. [30] developed puff, an ash tracking model127

for predicting the paths of young volcanic clouds. puff simplifies the eruption plume to a vertical source, and128



Source Parameter Estimate 
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1200, and 1800 UTC) out to 384-h (16 day) lead time. The underlying model for the GEFS is the NCEP Global
Forecasting System (GFS), a high-resolution spectral atmospheric model run 4 times daily at the Environmental
Modeling Center. The GFS analysis is spectrally truncated and interpolated to a lower resolution analysis which
then serves as the control analysis for the ensemble. The analysis field for each member forecast is created by
applying a small perturbation to the control analysis. The present perturbation method used by NCEP is referred
to as the ensemble-transform bred-vector technique developed by [31].

The ensembles of the NWP are now combined with the PCQ weighted ensembles used to account for the
source uncertainty. We use GEFS ensemble as WRF input and then the forecast ensemble is used as input for
Puff. Output statistics are then computed by properly summing the weighted values of the output parameters
of interest. The results are presented as forecast envelope and show how volcanic source term uncertainty and
windfield stochastic variability can simultaneously a↵ect the forecast. Such a probabilistic forecast has not been
available in the past for operation.

2.2. Data Assimilation and Source Estimation
Of course using any sensor data that might become available to correct and refine the dynamical model forecast

will reduce the uncertainty of predictions. This model-data fusion process is well documented in meteorology
applications where a variety of data assimilation methods are used operationally to improve the quality of the
NWP forecast [32–35]. Satellite image based ash observations which are available at every 6 hours are used for

Table 1: Eruption source parameters based on observations of Eyjafjallajökull volcano and information from other similar
eruptions of the past. IMO = Icelandic Meteorological O�ce. MER=Mass Eruption Rate

Parameter Value range PDF Comment
Vent radius, b0, (m) 65-150 Uniform, + definite Measured from IMO radar image of summit

vents on 14 April 2010
Vent velocity, w0, (m/s) 45-124 Uniform, + definite Measured by infrasound [36] 6-21 May, when

MER similar to 14-18 April
Mean grain size, Md', ' 3.5-7 Uniform, 2 R [37], Table 1, vulcanian and phreatoplinian. A.

Hoskuldsson, Eyjafjallajökull Eruption Work-
shop, 09/2010, presentation, quote: ’vulcanian
with unusual production of fine ash’.

�', ' 0.5 � 3 Uniform, 2 R [37], Table 1, vulcanian and phreatoplinian

data assimilation purposes, Using Polynomial Chaos based Minimum Variance Estimator [38, 39], posterior mean
and covariance of source parameters can be found as:

ẑ+k = ẑ�k +Kk[ỹk � E�[h(xk)]] , ⌃+k = ⌃�k +Kk⌃zy (2)

Kk = �⌃T
zy

⇣
⌃�hh + Rk

⌘�1
(3)

where z4⇥1 is a vector containing all the source parameters. ỹk and xk represent ash top-height, obtained from
satellite image Bent-Puff model, respectively; and h(xk) denotes applied observation model during the data
assimilation process. Kk is known as the Kalman gain matrix and matrices ⌃zy and ⌃zz are defined as:

ĥ�k , E�[h(xk,⇥)] =
MX

q=1

wq h(xk(⇠q))
|    {z    }

hq

, ⌃zy , E�[(zk � ẑk)(h(xk) � ĥ�k )T ] =
MX

q=1

wq(zk(⇠q) � ẑ�k )(hq � ĥ�k )T (4)

⌃�hh , E�[(h(xk) � ĥ�k )(h(xk) � ĥ�k )T ] =
MX

q=1

wq(hq � ĥ�k )(hq � ĥ�k )T (5)

3. Results, Discussion and Conclusions

A wealth of data is available and as such we test our methodology on the 2010 Eyjafjallajokull eruption and
the subsequent cloud dispersion. The daily windfields for the explosive period between April 14 - 20 are known,
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assimilation process. Kk is known as the Kalman gain matrix and matrices ⌃zy and ⌃zz are defined as:

ĥ�k , E�[h(xk,⇥)] =
MX

q=1

wq h(xk(⇠q))
|    {z    }

hq

, ⌃zy , E�[(zk � ẑk)(h(xk) � ĥ�k )T ] =
MX

q=1

wq(zk(⇠q) � ẑ�k )(hq � ĥ�k )T (4)

⌃�hh , E�[(h(xk) � ĥ�k )(h(xk) � ĥ�k )T ] =
MX

q=1

wq(hq � ĥ�k )(hq � ĥ�k )T (5)

3. Results, Discussion and Conclusions

A wealth of data is available and as such we test our methodology on the 2010 Eyjafjallajokull eruption and
the subsequent cloud dispersion. The daily windfields for the explosive period between April 14 - 20 are known,

where z4×1 is a vector containing all the source parameters. y ̃k and xk 

 represent ash top-height, obtained from satellite image Bent-Puff model, 
respectively; and h(xk) denotes applied observation model during the data 
assimilation process. Kk is known as the Kalman gain matrix and matrices Σzy 
and Σzz are defined as 

Using Polynomial Chaos based Minimum Variance Estimator  
posterior mean and covariance are: 
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Finally, the quality of source parameter estimate is assessed by performing a single deterministic run of bent-puff403

model corresponding to the estimated posterior mean of source parameters and comparing it against satellite observed404

ash top-height. Fig. 13(a) shows the ash top-height forecast at time 1200 hrs of April 16th corresponding to posterior405

estimates for source parameters obtained through incorporating satellite observation available at 600 hrs of April 16th.406

Similarly, Fig. 14(a) shows the ash top-height forecast at time 1800 hrs of April 16th corresponding to posterior esti-407

mates for source parameters obtained through incorporating satellite observations available at 600 hrs and 1200 hrs of408

April 16th. Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 14(b) show the satellite observed ash top-height at 600 hrs and 1200 hrs of April 16th,409

respectively. From these results, it is clear that forecast of ash cloud top-height corresponding to posterior estimate of410

source parameters match very well with the observed satellite data. The observed and computed ash top-height di↵er411

from each other with an accuracy of ±2 km which corresponds to the numerical accuracy of bent-puff model.412

(a) bent-puff forecast (b) Satellite Observation

Figure 13: Comparison of Forecast of Ash top-height and Satellite Observation on April 16th, 1200 hrs.

(a) (b)

Figure 14: Comparison of Forecast of Ash top-height and Satellite Observation on April 16th, 1800 hrs.

5.3. Validation of Posterior Estimate of Source Parameters413

The source parameters used in this study were estimated based on the limited data that was available during the414

few months following the eruption. Since the eruption, more studies have been completed and better estimates of the415
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Figure 12: Prior and Posterior estimate of source parameters
.



Probabilistic forecast  

The probability of having ash at a specific height is given by: 

Expected value of the height: 

were wi are the weights associated with the wind ensemble, while wq are 
obtained from using gPC expansion 3 

Bursik, M.I. et al. (2012) Estimation and propagation of volcanic source parameter uncertainty in an ash transport 
and dispersal model:application to the Eyjafjallajökull plume of 14 - 16 April 2010, Bull. Volc. 

Probabilistic forecast - cont
The probability of having ash at a specific height is given by:

P(h) =
Z

WW

P(h|W )P(W )dW ⇡ 1
NW

NWX

i=1

P(h|Wi) (6)

Expected value of the height:

E [h] =
Z

W

hP(h)dh =
Z

W

h(�,W )

0
BBBBBBBBB@

Z

WW

P(h|W )P(W )dW

1
CCCCCCCCCA

dh (7)

=
Z

W

Z

WW

h(�,W )P(h|W )P(W )dWdh =
NWX

i=1

wi

NCUTX

q=1

wqh(�q,Wi) (8)

were wi are the weights associated with the wind ensemble, while wq are
obtained from using gPC expansion 3.

3Bursik, M.I. et al. (2012) Estimation and propagation of volcanic source parameter uncertainty in an ash transport and dispersal model:
application to the Eyjafjallajökull plume of 14 - 16 April 2010, Bull. Volc.
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Step 1: Generate sample points in stochastic space (combinations of 
values of input parameters being treated as random variables) from 
the selected quadrature scheme. 
Step 2: Perform simulations at each sample point using the 
advection/dispersion model to generate a map of QOI, as a function of 
position. 
Step 3: Use Equation above to compute polynomial chaos expansion 
coefficients 
Step 4: Choose a large set of secondary sample points in the 
stochastic space, which are generated according to the probability 
density function. 
Step 5: Compute QOI for each secondary sample point while making 
use of polynomial chaos based surrogate model and compute relative 
frequency for computed QOI. 

Hazard Map Process 
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Results

Figure : Probability of having airborne ash for each wind field (first 9) on April 16 00Z

E.R. Stefanescu (UB) Windfield EGU 2013 15 / 17

P(Ash) Computations for Different Wind Fields 



Averaged Probabilities 



Interpreting satellite data using model results  
hole filling of meteorological clouds  

– courtesy M Pavolonis 



Ash probability 
determined from 
satellite + PUFF 

simulations 



Embedding in operations 

AVO Duty Scientist
(Weekly Role)

AVO Duty Seismologist
(Weekly Role)

AVO Duty Remote Sensor
(Weekly Role)

AVO Duty Web
(Weekly Role)

Alerts

Alerts

1

1

2

3

3

4

6

Updates website and 
color code database

Current remote sensing set-up

Satellite data comes in from GINA + others
Cut to sectors

GOES, MODIS, AVHRR and MTSAT
Image flipper used to display data

Flipper has last 8 days
40 x 40 region since 1993

Future remote sensing set-up

Satellite data comes in from GINA + others
Cut to sectors

NPP, GOES-R, GOES, MODIS, AVHRR and MTSAT
Image flipper used to display data

Flipper has last 8 days
40 x 40 region since 1993

Flipper has RS and VATD cut to sectors

DGGS Volcanologist
(Permanent position)

AVO Scientist in Charge 
(USGS- Permanent position)

AVO Coordinating Scientist
(UAF-GI - Permanent position)

5

Volcano
color code occurs

6

Current VATD set-up

Deterministic

Puff VATD set-up once volcano at Yellow
Intitial heights from 4 - 16 km ASL

ESP PSD
3 hour event, 24 hour simulation

Updates every 6 - 12 hours
Runs 24/7

Updated online at puff.images.alaska.edu

Web-based and Google Earth products

New VATD set-up

Deterministic

Puff VATD set-up once volcano at Yellow
Intitial heights from 4 - 16 km ASL

ESP PSD
3 hour event, 24 hour simulation

Updates every 6 - 12 hours
Runs 24/7

Updated online at puff.images.alaska.edu

Web-based and Google Earth products

SUNY-UAF Probabilisitc

BENT-Puff
WRF ensemble pre-made and determine best to use

WRF used to build source parameters uncertainity
Generate probablisit outputs from uncertainites in source and WRF

Web based through Puff site
Google Earth available as well

6a
Volcano

color code occurs

Products viewed by Airlines, VAAC’s and other operational 
ash hazard assessment decision makers

7a

7

6

Sends out VAN 
and VONA

6

7a

Operational Process

1. Alert system detects activity

2. Duty RS and Seismo discuss the data and if they both see signal

3. Duty Scientist will discuss with both Duty RS and Seismo

4. If required, Duty Scientist will discuss with AVO CS and SIC

5. DGGS/USGS/UAF-GI leads determine if color code required

6. Color code occurs,  Deterministic Puff set-up occurs, 
VAN/VONA sent out by Duty Sci, Duty Web updates online

6a. Add in new probabilistic BENT-Puff

7. Puff and RS products viewed by others

7a. Deterministic and Probabilist Puff viewed and used, 
Feed back into Image Flipper

Viewed by other agencies



•  Develop link between Bent-Puff model and Image 
Flipper sectors 

•  For alert level volcanoes, have a probabilistic 
forecast based on source and NWP propagating 
uncertainty with satellite imagery informing 
forecasts 

•  Web based product vhub.org – cloud based (?) 

•  Discussion with VO and VAAC (Anchorage, 
Darwin,??) on use for operations 

Embedding in operations 



DDDAS Approach To Volcanic Ash Transport & Dispersal Forecast 

(D) 0041-04-16 18:00:00Z

Model: probability, outer contour 0.2, inner 0.7

Data: ash top height, m

Highlights: 
•  Developed parallelized PCQ/Bent-Puff/ HPC based  tool for probabilistic ash forecasting 
•  Physics based methodology for VATD “transport and dispersion” model inputs –                                

poorly characterized column height, mass eruption rate replaced by pdf of observable vent parameters and speed. 

•  PCQ based probabilistic hazard analysis replaces deterministic predictions of existing tools. WRF 
ensembles used for incorporating effect of wind uncertainty 

•  Results for Eyjafjallojokull are very promising –  
    all ash observed was inside a Probability>0.2 contour with most in Probability >0.7 

•  Presently, this is the only risk-based (probabilistic) forecast for ash cloud with full transport modeling 

  



“Big Data” 
Strategies 





Current/Future Work 

•  Improved scalability of bent-puff – 10x speedup on puff. 
 
•  Data and Data Flow (“big” and “small”) – use of data intensive computing in 

surrogate construction, inversion … 

•  Data Assimilation in Puff VATD tool – what to assimilate – top height, 
footprint … 

•  Uncertainty in NWP – unresolved scales, initial conditions, multi-model 
ensemble, model plausibility(?) – rational basis for integrating NWP and ESP 
uncertainty 

•  Operational Usage – protocols, data flows, decision making support, … 
 
•  Model reduction – multi scaling of surrogate construction … 

•  Extreme value theory and consequences 


